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ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene complex are commonly used to elucidate questions in fungal
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community ecology. Here, we compared the congruence across these gene regions using
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two ecological experiments (primary successional dynamics at a receding glacier forefront
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and community dynamics in stored Sorghum biomass), in which both ITS1 and LSU were
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sequenced from the same DNA extracts. We analyzed richness, diversity and evenness
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show that ITS and LSU provide similar results and consistent conclusions. Taken together,

estimators along with community shifts inferred from ordination analyses. Our analyses
we conclude that either gene region is appropriate for testing ecological hypotheses as long
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as there are no a priori hypotheses that preclude the use of one gene region over the other.
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Introduction
The Internal Transcribed Spacer (ITS) regions of the rRNA
gene complex have been the primary targets for community
ecology that relies on sequencing and sequence annotation
for taxonomic information (Peay et al., 2008), so that ITS
regions have been selected as the barcode for identification of
environmental fungal sequences (Schoch et al., 2012). There is
little debate on whether ITS is a robust tool in fungal community ecology. ITS is also powerful in identifying fungi at
species level taxonomic resolution. However, ITS regions are
hyper-variable and great care must be exercised in ITS

sequence data analyses to minimize user-generated biases
(see Nilsson et al., 2012). Often, novice investigators diving
into next-generation sequencing targeting fungi are inclined
to attempt global alignment of the ITS data to generate a
distance matrix prior to binning sequences into OTUs as is
commonly done with bacterial 16S sequences. It would seem
reasonable to analyze fungal sequence data similarly, but this
is usually inappropriate for filtering and clustering fungal ITS
sequences because of the region’s hyper-variability that precludes global alignments. Instead, ITS sequences can be
pairwise aligned to generate a distance matrix for each pair of
sequences. For larger data sets, however, this is often
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computationally expensive. The more conserved small subunit (SSU) or large subunit (LSU) sequences of the rRNA gene
complex provide an alternative to ITS for testing ecological
hypotheses, but may suffer from limited resolution when
resolving obtained taxa. As a result of available reference
alignments and the Na€ıve Bayesian Classifier (Wang et al.,
2007), the LSU region in particular has begun to gain some
traction (Lothamer et al., 2013; Porras-Alfaro et al., 2014;
Weber et al., 2013). This is because these tools expedite analyses and provide access to a curated annotation tool for the
sequence data, supporting the integration of evolutionary and
ecological questions, similarly to bacterial systems. The
available fungus specific primer sets for ITS and LSU regions
that permit sequencing environmental fungal communities
allow for generating relatively long sequences that can be
analyzed using 454-pyrosequencing (Margulies et al., 2005). It
is of note that as yet, there are no verified and minimally
biased universal primer pairs that reliably and broadly
amplify short enough gene regions within the fungal LSU to
permit paired-end Illumina or Ion Torrent sequencing,
although this is an area of current research. As little information is available on whether the ITS or LSU provide congruent views of fungal ecology (see Kerekes et al., 2013), we
compared two pairs of ITS [primers ITS1f and ITS4] and LSU
[primers LR0R and LR3; see Amend et al., 2010] sequence data
sets generated from the same DNA extracts to evaluate their
reliability to describe basic fungal ecology.
We re-analyzed and compared ITS1 and LSU (with the
variable region D1) 454-pyrosequencing libraries from two
experiments that have been recently published or are currently in various stages of preparation; a total of four 454
sequence libraries. We selected a primary successional system at the forefront of a receding glacier (Brown and
Jumpponen, 2014; BioProject PRJNA201483; SRA accessions
for individual fastq files: ITS e SRR934164eSRR943234; LSU e
SRR1016610eSRR1016625, SRR1016734eSRR1016736, SRR10
16744eSRR1016777,
SRR1016785eSRR1016788,
SRR101
6859eSRR1016865) and an experiment that evaluates effects
of storage on fungal communities in stored Sorghum biomass
(Rigdon-Huss et al., unpublished; BioProject PRJNA221342;
SRA accessions for .sff files: ITS e SRR1016401; LSU e
SRR1016405). The former evaluates community dynamics
over time since deglaciation and as a result of plant establishment, whereas the latter follows fungal communities
during 6-month storage under various biomass covering
treatments. All sequence data from the four libraries were
processed identically with MOTHUR (v. 1.31.2; Schloss et al.,
2009) according to a modified standard operating protocol
(Schloss et al., 2011). Briefly, after denoising the .sff files and
truncating all sequences to 250 bp in length, we removed all
potentially chimeric reads. The sequence data for each library
were pairwise aligned to generate a distance matrix and
sequences clustered to OTUs at 97 % sequence similarity using
an average neighbor approach. After omission of singleton
OTUs, we generated mean diversity and richness estimators
based on 1000 iterations at a subsample depth of 200
sequences per experimental unit to minimize biases due to
uneven sampling (Gihring et al. 2012): we compared OTU
Richness (Sobs), Complement of Simpson’s Diversity (1-D) and
Simpson’s Evenness (ED) using paired t-tests to test for
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dissimilarities between ITS and LSU sequence data sets on an
experimental unit basis. As LSU permits global alignment, we
also analyzed these data by alignment against a reference
(James et al. 2006) in which all non-fungal sequences were
removed and the remaining sequences were de novo aligned
using MUSCLE. To analyze compositional shifts in the communities, we generated BrayeCurtis distance matrices and
visualized communities using Non-metric Multi-Dimensional
Scaling (NMDS) axes (k ¼ 3) with loading scores generated
based on 1000 iterations for ITS and each of our LSU analysis
methods at a 200 sequence subsampling depth. Two-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test if ecological
indices and NMDS axes loading scores change with time, with
treatment, or have time  treatment interactions on an
experiment-wide basis across the ITS and LSU data sets
(Table S1).
On an experimental unit basis, paired t-tests suggested
significant (P > 0.05) but proportionally minor differences in
diversity responses, in our two experiments, between the two
rRNA gene regions. However, it is the alignment of the LSU
data to a reference that has a greater effect on results than the
choice of a target region. The results from our glacier forefront
study show that OTU richness, diversity and evenness differ
between ITS and the reference aligned LSU data, but not
between pairwise aligned ITS and LSU data (Fig 1A). This may
be due to the relatively high abundance of early diverging taxa
and broad taxonomic distribution of fungi present in the
samples from the glacier forefront. Most reference alignments, including James’ et al. (2006), suffer from sparse sampling of unresolved early diverging clades. The biomass
storage study provided a contrasting view. Regardless of how
the LSU data were treated, the ITS and LSU data differed
consistently in richness, diversity or evenness (Fig 1B). Furthermore, pairwise- and reference-aligned LSU data were
similar and consistently deflated in richness, diversity or
evenness estimators compared to ITS. Again, this may be due
to a phylogenetic distribution as well-characterized Ascomycota dominated the Sorghum biomass communities.
Although the paired t-tests provide interesting comparisons between the ITS and LSU data, experiment-wide ecological responses are usually more pertinent for an
investigator deciding which gene region to use. In our glacier
forefront study, richness, diversity and evenness behaved
consistently and were unresponsive to the experimental
conditions irrespective of the gene region or how the LSU data
were analyzed. Similarly, in the stored biomass study, richness increased storage time across all three analyses. Diversity increased with storage time in LSU data sets (pairwise or
reference aligned) with time, but did so only marginally significantly (P > 0.05) in the ITS data. Interestingly, the ITS data
suggested clear treatment differences in evenness, whereas
no such response was visible in the LSU data. In sum,
experiment-wide, most diversity and richness metrics
responded consistently in both systems regardless of the
chosen gene region.
Finally, community analyses based on NMDS indicate that
ITS and LSU also provide very similar results. Consistently
with our original analyses (Brown and Jumpponen, 2014), axis
loading scores show trajectories with distance from glacier in
ITS and LSU (pairwise and reference aligned) data sets for at
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Fig 1 e Paired t-tests of richness, diversity (1-D) and evenness (ED) estimators derived from ITS, pairwise aligned LSU, and
reference aligned LSU data in the Lyman Glacier Forefront (A) and Stored Sorghum Biomass (B) experiments. Bars indicate
mean values across all experimental units and asterisks (*) represent significant differences at P £ 0.05. Regression
analyses of the Non-metric Multi-Dimensional Scaling (NDMS) loading scores of the first three resolved axes and distance
from glacier terminus in the Lyman Glacier Forefront (C) and time of storage in the Stored Sorghum Biomass (D)
experiments for ITS and LSU (pairwise and reference aligned). Asterisks indicate significant slopes (P £ 0.05). Complete
test statistics and P-values are in Table S1.

least one axis (Fig 1C), but no effect of the plant establishment.
Similarly to the glacier forefront study, the results from the
Sorghum storage study are consistent regardless of the gene
region or how the LSU data were treated: all analyses congruently suggest shifts in fungal communities over time
(Fig 1D) as well as distinguishing one of the four storage
methods from the others (Table S1).
Overall, we conclude that ITS and LSU regions perform
mainly similarly in estimating richness and diversity or in

distinguishing treatments in community-wide ordination
analyses. There was also congruence in taxa identified
between ITS and LSU (see Fig S1), similarly to analyses by
Porras-Alfaro et al. (2014), although obtained taxon affinities
depend on inherent primer biases. This suggests that both
gene regions are suitable for testing ecological hypotheses and
provide comparable results with few exceptions. It is unclear
what the underlying reasons for the observed differences are,
but may be partly attributable to the variability between the
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gene regions, distribution of observed taxa, biases resulting
from primer selection, or stochastic variability in the library
production, sequencing and analysis steps. Prior to deciding
on a target gene region to sequence, the investigator must pay
heed to the limitations of each gene region and how these may
affect the downstream steps in sequencing or analysis. Furthermore, we wish to emphasize that the different sequencing
targets may permit testing different hypotheses e a point to
bear in mind when designing an experiment that relies on
sequencing of variable regions. For example, if OTU identification to the level of species is paramount to the goals of a
study, ITS regions are powerful and benefit from the greater
number of available sequences in databases. In contrast,
hypotheses addressing broad evolutionary ecological processes may be precluded by the inherently unalignable and
hyper-variable nature of ITS regions. These caveats aside, we
conclude that both ITS or LSU data are suited for analyses of
fungal community ecology.
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